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Abstract

Black Americans make up 13% of the U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010), yet account for 54% of HIV deaths (CDC, 2013) and 44% of new HIV diagnoses (CDC, 2015). Why do Black Americans die from HIV at such a disproportionate rate? In the current study, we asked whether the presence and behavior of in-group peers in public health settings may influence Black Americans’ attention to HIV information, given the racialized nature of HIV-stigma in Black American communities (Cohen, 1999). In a quasi-experimental field study conducted in a public health clinic (N = 260), we found that Black patients were less likely to pay attention to HIV-prevention information in the presence of other Black patients, unless those patients were also paying attention to the information. In contrast, Black patients’ attention was unaffected by the presence of White patients. We end by discussing the implications of these findings for health communication theories and health practice geared toward reducing racial-health disparities in the United States.
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Black Americans make up 13% of the U.S. population (US Census Bureau, 2010), yet account for 54% of HIV deaths (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2013) and 44% of new HIV diagnoses (CDC, 2015). These dismal statistics are surprising because the majority of Black Americans have long sought out HIV-prevention information (Kaiser Family Foundation, 1998), and researchers and practitioners have designed and implemented myriad HIV-prevention interventions in attempts to reduce these disparities (Albarracin, Wilson, Durantini, Sunderrajan, & Livingood, 2016; Myint-U et al., 2008; Resnicow, Dilorio, & Davis, 2008).

Although effective under tightly-controlled experimental trials, once HIV-prevention interventions are released into the community, their efficacy depends on how much attention target audiences pay to the messages (Earl, Albarracin, Durantini, Gunnoe, Leeper, & Levitt, 2009; Earl, Crause, Vaid, & Albarracin, 2016). For instance, once the incentives accompanying enrollment in an intervention program are removed, audiences may be less likely to attend to relevant information, particularly if that information is scary or stigmatizing. These findings are consistent with previous literature on selective exposure and attention (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015; Slater, 2004) that posits that audiences who already agree with the arguments outlined in a message, or who are already engaging in the prevention behaviors advocated by an intervention are more likely to seek out (Earl et al., 2009) and pay attention to messages (Earl et al., 2016) than audiences for whom the recommendations are inconsistent with current attitudes and behaviors (see also, Lewis & Oyserman, 2016). These findings are problematic, as they may further exacerbate health disparities.
There is evidence suggesting information processes biases may partially contribute to racial inequities in HIV outcomes. For example, in two field studies conducted in public health clinics, Earl and colleagues (2016) found across multiple measures of attention, that Black patients paid less attention to HIV information than their White counterparts, which yielded less access to certain health information for Black than White patients.

Those findings led us to ask: why would people ignore health information that could save their lives? One potential reason is that, in naturalistic contexts, norms about how one behaves in a situation may take over (Lapinski, Maloney, & Shulman, 2013) and influence motives to regulate self-concept and behaviors (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015). In particular, individuals may perceive what is socially appropriate or not based on the behavior of others (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Hogg & Tindale, 2005; Lapinski & Real, 2005), and act according to those norms (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011; Oyserman, Lewis, Yan, Fisher, O’Donnell, & Horowitz, 2017).

A normative account of attention to HIV information would suggests that all people should ignore HIV information, yet Black patients ignore HIV information at greater rates than their White counterparts (Earl et al., 2016). Why might that be? One possibility is that there are different norms about attention to HIV information among Black and White Americans, leading to divergent social consequences for paying attention to HIV information for Black Americans than other groups (see Cohen, 1999; Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015; Rimal, Lapinski, Turner, & Smith, 2011). This is because, for a host of complex historical reasons, HIV is particularly stigmatized within Black American communities compared to other communities in the United States (Brooks, Etzel, Hinojos, Henry, & Perez, 2005; Cohen, 1999; Galvan, Davis, Banks, & Bing, 2008). In this case, norms about attention to HIV prevention information may be modulated by group identity (Lapinski & Rimal, 2005; Rimal & Real, 2005). However, for
norms to impact behavior, people need to feel affinity (similarity) or to desire connections (aspiration) with the reference groups (Rimal & Real, 2005). In the case of attention to HIV prevention information, it is unclear whether Black Americans would be more impacted by the behavior of similar others (Black Americans; Oyserman & Lewis, 2017) or dissimilar others (White Americans; Hurd, Sellers, Cogburn, Butler-Barnes, & Zimmerman, 2013).

On the one hand, Black Americans may be more influenced by similar others, such as other Black Americans. In this case, because of stigma-laden views of HIV within Black American communities (Brooks et al., 2005; Cohen, 1999; Galvin et al., 2008), it seems plausible that Black Americans may avoid paying attention to HIV information in settings where other members of their racial-ethnic group are present and behaving in ways that highlight group-based stigma concerns. This would occur because racial-ethnic identity serves as a lens through which people make sense of themselves and the world around them (Huang & Shen, 2016; Oyserman, Brickman, & Rhodes, 2007; Oyserman & Harrison, 1998; Oyserman & Lewis, 2017), and one core component of Black racial identity is a sense of connection with other Black people (Oyserman, Gant, & Ager, 1995; Oyserman & Lewis, 2017). Therefore, engaging in any behavior that would threaten a sense of connection to the community, like paying attention to HIV information -- information about a condition deeply stigmatized by the group -- would be self-threatening for Black Americans, and thus Black Americans should be less likely to engage in those behaviors (Albarracin, Durantini, & Earl, 2006; Oyserman & Fisher, 2017).

On the other hand, Black Americans may be more influenced by dissimilar others, such as White Americans. In this case, Black Americans may ignore publicly presented HIV information because of the potential signals it may send to out-group rather than in-group members. In addition to sense of connection with other Black Americans (Oyserman et al.,
1995), another component of Black racial identity is awareness of racism and rejection of negative racial stereotypes (Hughes, Kiecolt, Keith, & Demo, 2015; Hurd et al., 2013). From that perspective, it seems plausible that due to historical patterns of racial stereotyping in the United States by Whites, Black Americans might have the greatest concerns about confirming negative stereotypes (e.g., about Blacks having HIV) when they are in majority White spaces; those may be the conditions under which Black patients ignore HIV information (see also Lewis & Oyserman, 2016; Lewis & Sekaquaptewa, 2016; Oyserman & Fisher, 2017).

Either process – avoiding stigmatization from in-group members or avoiding being negatively stereotyped by out-group members – would lead to disengagement from publicly presented HIV information (Earl et al., 2009, 2016). At present, it is unclear whose presence or behavior evokes the stigma concerns and subsequent disengagement found in previous studies (Earl et al., 2015). It could be the presence of outgroup or ingroup members, or something about the way people are behaving in the setting that influences the behaviors of target audiences (Hogg & Tindale, 2005). Identifying which factors modulate attention is important for both theory and interventions to reduce disparities in outcomes (Earl & Lewis, 2019; Lewin, 1946).

**Current Study**

The goal of the current study is to examine how the presence and behavior of different people influence Black patients’ attention to publicly presented health information. Understanding these dynamics will give us a better understanding of the paradox of Black community members wanting (Kaiser Family Foundation, 1998) but not paying attention to (Earl et al., 2016) HIV-prevention information, as well as insights about how to address it. Overall, our goal is to examine three related research questions:
Research Question 1: Does the presence of out-group members decrease Black patients’ attention to publicly presented HIV-prevention information?

Research Question 2: Does the presence of in-group members decrease Black patients’ attention to publicly presented HIV-prevention information?

Research Question 3: Does the behavior of in-group or out-group members influence Black patients’ attention to publicly presented HIV-prevention information?

Method

To answer these questions, we conducted a quasi-randomized trial in the waiting room of a public health clinic. We partnered with the clinic directors to randomly assign health messages to be played in the clinic waiting room on a day and time schedule and observed patients’ attention to the messages. This design allows us to examine how attention processes unfold naturally in health clinics, with all of the complexities of audience attention, multi-step flow, and community processes intact (Slater, 2004). Specifically, our quasi-experimental design allows us to examine the dual influence of health messages and live in vivo audiences on Black patients’ attention to publicly presented health information. This study was approved by the institutional review board at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.

Participants and design. Participants were 260 clients of a public health clinic in the Midwestern United States, and were demographically diverse (122 men, 138 women; 111 Black Americans, 128 White Americans, 21 “Other”). The study design was a 2 (Observer perception of patient race: Black vs. White) X 2 (Message type: HIV-prevention vs. flu-prevention) X

---

1 Because the study was designed to examine health disparities between Black and White Americans, participants of other races (e.g., Asian Americans) (n = 21) were not included as targets in the analyses, but were coded as “other race” audience members.

2 Pilot testing with 41 clients confirmed that observer perception of patient race and participant’s self-reported race are highly related ($\chi^2 = 41.00, p < .001$).
continuous (Number of others in the waiting room) design with covariates (duration of time in
the waiting room and baseline alertness).

**Procedure.** Participants were unobtrusively observed while they visited the health clinic. During this time, participants had the opportunity to watch a video about HIV – or flu-prevention. Both videos were standard-of-care at the health clinic, however, which video played was controlled by the research team and randomized by day. Our coder recorded the amount of attention paid to the video for the entirety of their time in the waiting room, as well as demographic variables and features of the visit, including participant alertness and time spent in the waiting room, and demographic composition of other participants in the waiting room (see Supplemental materials Section S1 for details).

**Videos.** Both videos were extensively piloted to ensure comparability on a number of dimensions known to impact attention to health information, including relevance, importance, and novelty (Earl et al., 2016). The research team did not develop or have control over the specific content of the videos; we chose from a set of messages that were approved by the Department of Health for display in that health clinic.

*HIV-Prevention Video.* The HIV-prevention video, “Safe in the City,” is a soap-opera style video about HIV- and STI-prevention, that was designed using insights from research on deep tailoring (see Huang & Shen, 2016) to be culturally resonant to Black Americans (see Myint-U et al., 2008 for details on message content development and testing). In particular, the video featured characters and plot lines that were pilot tested to resonate with target audiences. For instance, in one story, Paul and Jasmine are in a new relationship, but Paul has a sexual encounter with an ex-girlfriend. Paul and Jasmine have to negotiate condom use and testing for sexually transmitted infections in the context of their new relationship. Focus groups gave
feedback to make the video seem diverse and inclusive (Myint-U et al., 2008). The video was approximately twenty minutes long and ran on a continuous loop in the waiting room.

*Flu-Prevention Video.* The flu-prevention video, “Germ Busters,” discussed prevention, symptomology, and treatment of the flu, including H1N1. The video was approximately twenty minutes long and ran on a continuous loop in the waiting room.

**Unobtrusive Observation and Behavioral Coding.** One White senior research assistant, who was extensively trained, did behavioral coding. Behavioral coding consisted not only of the target behavior (attention to the video) but also included coding of other behaviors relevant to attention in the waiting room (e.g., brochures read or online information search). Unfortunately, low base rates of attention to other types of information precluded inclusion in the present report. In addition, the coder recorded perceived race as a primary variable of interest derived from previous work (Earl et al., 2016), but also coded other demographic markers (e.g., gender, weight status, presence of tattoos, etc.). The rationale for inclusion of these additional measures was to obscure the primary research questions of interest by having the coder focus on many features of audience members, rather than just race. Once the coder was able to consistently agree with the principle research staff after multiple rounds of coder training ($\kappa > 0.80$), the study commenced. See supplemental materials for the coding sheet.

**Attention.** Because of the nature of unobtrusive observation as a method, a holistic measure of attention was selected as the primary dependent measure. Although the research team would have preferred to video record the waiting room to measure correspondence of attention with our variables of interest in a more fine-grained way, the health department that oversees the

---

3 Although the coder was privy to the content of the videos being played, the coder had no knowledge of the specific research questions.
clinic denied the request because of concerns that clients may fail to return to the clinic if they felt like their behavior was being recorded. Thus, the coding sheet included a three-level measure of attention (0 ignoring the video, 1 casually looking/glancing at the video, and 2 paying attention to the video). This measure of attention was validated by previous health communication research, which found that coders’ observation of participants’ attention using this measure predicted participants’ self-reported attention, interest, motivation to attend to the information, message recall, and performance on a post-exposure multiple-choice recognition quiz (Albarracin, Leeper, Earl, & Durantini, 2008; Bruder, Albarracin, & Earl., 2008).

Participant Demographics and Situational Features. The coding sheet also included demographic information about the participants and features of the situation. Baseline level of alertness was operationalized as a holistic assessment of participants’ alertness and ranged from 1 extremely bored/tired to 7 extremely alert/agitated. Baseline alertness was normally distributed, with most participants receiving an alertness score of 4, average alertness (M_alertness = 3.90, SD_alertness = 1.02). Duration was assessed by measuring the total amount of time participants were in the waiting room and ranged from 1 – 95 minutes (M_duration = 18.29, SD_duration = 14.05).

Other People Present. The audience was coded by totaling the number of other clients (and their demographics) who were in the waiting room at the same time as a target client. We coded other people from the perspective of the target, so the coder, and their corresponding demographic information, were also included in the calculation of other people present.

Analytic Strategy

We used a series of linear mixed-effects models in which individuals were nested within day of observation (treated as a random factor). Information type (HIV vs. Flu), observer perception of patient race (Black vs. White), and Presence of other people (continuous variable)
were treated as fixed factors; in addition, participants’ baseline level of alertness and duration in the waiting room were treated as covariates. We estimated models using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). For significance tests, we estimated degrees of freedom with the Satterthwaite’s approximation, which corrects for heterogeneity of variance. All analyses were conducted in R using the lme4 package (Bates, Machler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015).

**Results**

**RQ1: Does the presence of out-group members decrease Black patients’ attention to publicly presented HIV-prevention information?** We examined effects of perceived race (Black vs. White), information type (HIV- vs flu-prevention), presence of outgroup members, and their interactions on all participants’ attention to health information (see Table 1 in Supplemental Materials Section S2 for all coefficients). We found no main effects of participant race $F(1, 213.57) = 0.34, p = .563$, information type $F(1, 9.68) = 1.06, p = .329$, or presence of outgroup members $F(1, 189.22) = 1.17, p = .281$. There was a significant interaction between race and information type $F(1, 212.35) = 6.75, p = .010$, which was explained by increased attention to the HIV video among White patients ($b = 0.40, p = .028$) and no difference in attention among Black patients ($b = -0.12, p = .488$). However, there were no two-way interactions between race and presence of outgroup members $F(1, 217.04) = 1.67, p = .198$, between information type and presence of outgroup members $F(1, 181.54) = .45, p = .505$, and no three-way interaction $F(1, 217.70) = 1.77, p = .185$. These results suggest, no, it is not the presence of outgroup members that leads to the decreased attention among Black (or White) patients.

---

4 Because this simple effect was not predicted and is unrelated to our central research questions, we opted to avoid overinterpreting it.
RQ2: Does the presence of in-group members decrease Black patients’ attention to publicly presented HIV-prevention information? We examined effects of perceived race (Black vs. White), information type (HIV- vs flu-prevention), presence of same-race others, and their interactions on attention to health information (see Table 2 in Supplemental Materials Section S3 for all coefficients). We found no main effect of participant race $F(1, 214.44) = 0.27, p = .605$, information type $F(1, 10.60) = 0.01, p = .936$, or presence of same-race others $F(1, 201.88) = 0.15, p = .695$ on attention. We did find a race by information type interaction $F(1, 215.73) = 10.53, p = .001$, and a presence of same race others by information type interaction $F(1, 184.81) = 6.13, p = .014$, but not a race by presence of same-race others interaction $F(1, 209.35) = .34, p = .563$. We also found a significant three-way interaction $F(1, 210.36) = 8.86, p = .003$). As illustrated in Figure 1, if a Black patient was the only person of their race in the clinic waiting room, they paid more attention to HIV compared to flu information (mean difference $= .56, p = .039$). If a black patient was one of few (1-3) Black patients in the clinic waiting room, they paid approximately equal amounts of attention to the health information on display, regardless of whether it was HIV or flu information (mean differences between information type at low presence of same race others (1-3) were less than $.3, ps > .19$). However, if there were many (4 or 5) other Black patients in clinic waiting room at the same time as a Black patient, they were significantly less likely to pay attention to the health information on display if it was HIV information than if it was flu information (mean differences between information type at high presence of same race others were $.52, p = .021$ when four others were present and $.78, p = .003$ when five others were present). As illustrated in Figure 2, White patients paid relatively little attention to the health information on display regardless of whether
the information was HIV or flu information, and regardless of how many (1-11) same race others were in the clinic at the same time as them.

RQ 3: Does the behavior of in-group members influence Black patients’ attention to publicly presented HIV-prevention information? We conducted one final analysis using the same linear-mixed effects modeling strategy as before, examining effects of perceived race (Black vs. White), information type (HIV- vs flu-prevention), ignoring behavior of Black patients, and their interactions on attention to health information (see Table 3 in Supplemental Materials for all coefficients). We found no main effect of race $F(1, 228.51) = 0.17, p = .680$, information type $F(1, 10.00) = 0.35, p = .567$, or ignoring behavior $F(1, 207.45) = 0.82, p = .368$. We also did not find a race by information type interaction $F(1, 228.38) = 2.81, p = .095$, a race by ignoring behavior interaction $F(1, 228.45) = .54, p = .464$, or an information type by ignoring behavior interaction $F(1, 204.85) = 2.63, p = .106$. However, there was a significant three-way interaction $F(1, 228.80) = 8.32, p = .004$. In general, as the number of Black patients who were ignoring information on display increased, patients themselves paid less attention to the message ($b = -.34, p < .004$). This relationship was particularly pronounced for Black patients when HIV information was on display. As illustrated in Figure 3, if no other Black patients are ignoring the information, then a Black patient in the clinic is willing to pay a moderate amount of attention to
the HIV message on display; by the time three Black patients are ignoring it however, attention drops to zero.

---

INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE

---

**General Discussion**

**Summary of Findings**

We found that Black American patients’ attention to health information was influenced by the type of health information being presented, as well as the presence and behavior of same-race others in a public health clinic waiting room. Specifically, when stigmatized HIV-prevention information was playing in the waiting room, Black patients paid less attention to the information when other Black patients were present and ignoring the information, though paid moderate amounts of attention if other Black patients were not ignoring the information.

**Implications for Theory**

This work contributes to health communication theory on selective exposure (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015; Slater, 2004) and its implications for attention to health information and willingness to engage in health behaviors (Earl et al., 2009, 2015, 2016; Lewis & Oyserman, 2016). This research has documented that norms that become salient in naturalistic contexts influence motives to regulate behaviors (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015; Lapinski et al., 2013), and

---

5 We also examined the attending behavior of other patients as the moderating variable (in contrast to ignoring behavior). That analysis is suggestive of a dose-response curve such that more Black patients paying the highest level of attention does increase attention for other Black patients. However, sample size constraints ($n = 26$) prohibit us from making strong claims about this. That is, only 26 Black patients paid the highest level of attention to the videos so we are hesitant to make strong claims based on so few people.
those processes can explain why people avoid engaging with health information in the presence of some audiences but not others (Earl & Albarracin, 2007; Earl et al., 2015, 2016; Lewis & Oyserman, 2016). These normative influences can be quite powerful, and explain why even “deep tailoring” (Huang & Shen, 2016) efforts like the HIV-prevention message used in the current study can be insufficient to capture the attention of target audiences. It is not just the message that matters, but also the audience in the room when the message is being watched (Lapinski et al., 2013) and attributes of the behaviors the researchers are trying to change (Rimal et al., 2011).

The current report suggests that identities (of both the message recipient and surrounding audiences) can have strong effects on selective approach or avoidance of messages, and one factor in particular that is relevant to consider is the impression being signaled particularly to members of the in-group (Hart, Richardson, Tortoriello, & Earl, in press; Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015; Lewis & Oyserman, 2016; Oyserman & Fisher, 2017). Understanding these dynamic processes is important for understanding when and why health disparities emerge, as well as how to address them (Earl & Lewis, 2019; Lewis & Oyserman, 2016; Oyserman et al., 2017).

**Implications for Practice**

Our results suggest a potential intervention point to prevent disengagement from HIV-prevention information by Black audiences. Specifically, we found that Black patients did not show reduced attention if the other Black patients in the waiting room were paying attention to the HIV-prevention video. This suggests that Black patients attend to social cues that can impact attending to stigmatized health information in the presence of other in-group others. One way to set norms without being able to control what other clients do in a waiting room may be to draw inspiration from work on parasocial media interactions, whereby audiences engage with media
by forming connections with characters (Giles, 2002) or by incorporating strategies from two-step flow of communications models (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1944). In this way, audience engagement could be increased by having a pre-recorded video of similar others (“opinion leaders”) reacting favorably to the video being viewed in tandem with the health message to structure norms about attending to HIV prevention information. Future research should test this possibility directly.

Limitations, Constraints on Generality, and Final Note

Like all studies, there are some limitations to our findings. First, with respect to sample, we purposefully focused on Black patients in the current study because of the theoretical implications of studying racial group differences in information processing biases (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2015) and the practical implications of HIV disproportionately affecting Black Americans (CDC, 2013, 2015). The limitation of that decision is that we are unsure if our findings generalize to other groups who are also disproportionately affected by HIV but may have different concerns (e.g. Latinx Americans, Men who have sex with men, and the intersections thereof); until these results are replicated with other samples in other settings, we cannot be sure (Simons, Shoda, & Lindsay, 2017). Second, with respect to the messages, we only used one set of videos in our study, videos that, due to variation in their deep tailoring approach, confounded information type and tailoring (it is worth noting that these were the ecologically valid standard of care videos for the clinic). Results may vary with messages constructed with different content.

Third, unobtrusive observation has strengths and weaknesses. On the one hand, unobtrusive observation is high in external validity, allowing access to how people actually
behave in response to messages in the real world (Slater, 2004), while minimizing the effects of social desirability (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966). On the other hand, unobtrusive observation only captures overt, but not covert, attention to a health message. As such, demonstrating that participants do not overtly attend to information in a waiting room (e.g., observable behavior such as looking at a video) does not rule out the possibility that participants are covertly attending to information (e.g., listening to a video without directly looking at it). It is worth noting however, that this particular method of unobtrusive observation reliably predicts participants’ self-reported attention, interest, motivation to attend to the information, message recall, and performance on a post-exposure multiple-choice recognition quiz (Albarracin et al., 2008; Bruder et al., 2008).

Fourth, although participants were not randomly assigned to conditions, information was quasi-randomized on a day-and-time schedule. Thus, although there are possible alternative explanations for why participants may engage or disengage attention with health communications in a public health clinic waiting room, what randomization allows for is a minimization of those alternative explanations to systematically influence our results. So, for instance, although one reason why audience members may not attend to health communications in a public health clinic waiting room is because they choose to talk with friends instead of attending to the message, whether or not clients arrive with a friend is unrelated to the study variables. Moreover, if the decision to talk to friends rather than attend to information does vary systematically (e.g., Black clients choose to talk to their friends more when the HIV versus flu video is in the room) that could be construed as additional evidence that Black audience members are more likely to disengage attention from HIV-prevention videos in the presence of other Black audience members.
Despite these limitations, the current study contributes important insights to health communication theory and practice. Researchers, practitioners, and policy makers have spent decades developing interventions, leveraging insights on strategies like deep tailoring (Huang & Shen, 2016) in attempts to address racial-ethnic disparities in health and health care (Bentacourt, Green, Carrillo, & Ananeh-Firempong, 2003). These efforts should be applauded as they have advanced knowledge of how different target audiences respond to different health messages – factors that are important to understand to develop effective interventions for reducing health disparities. To further advance this goal, we need to expand our understanding of the contextual processes that differentially impact behaviors in subgroups (Geronius et al., 2016; Lewis & Oyserman, 2016; Oyserman & Fisher, 2017). Understanding these behaviors, and the conditions under which they emerge, is critical for improving health and reducing disparities.
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Figure 1: Black Patients’ Attention to Health Information When Same Race Others Are Present
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Note: Shaded region around regression lines represent one standard error of the mean.
Figure 2: White Patients’ Attention to Health Information When Same Race Others Are Present
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Note: Shaded region around regression lines represent one standard error of the mean.
Figure 3: White Patients’ Attention to Health Information When Other Black Patients Ignore It
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Note: Shaded region around regression lines represent one standard error of the mean